TRACS
Compliance Recording
Video Aircheck
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Visit www.axon.tv for all our other products.
If you require a printed copy of one of our brochures, please contact us at marketing@axon.tv.
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About AXON
We are one of a rare breed of pioneering technology
companies. Over the last 30 years, we have grown
from our base in the Netherlands to become a global
leader in broadcast network infrastructure; trusted by
broadcasters, network operators and service
providers to drive, control and monitor critical
operations with reliable, cost-effective solutions.
We are active and growing on every continent with
regional offices worldwide. Supported by an extensive
network of distributors and specialist systems
integrators, our company maintains a consistent
product strategy driven by a crystal-clear focus on
our customers and their needs - nurturing a list of
loyal customers that would be the envy of any
technology vendor.
What sets us apart? Throughout the seismic changes
in the broadcast industry – including the recent
developments in Ultra HD and the evolution of video
over Ethernet - we have pioneered new enabling
technologies that empower our customers and help
them navigate their way to competitive advantage.
Our Synapse signal processing range, including
multiview, master control and routing, continues to
deliver new levels of performance harnessing the
latest technical innovations. Now offering scalable
solutions to produce and deliver content in HD, 3Gb/s
and 4K Ultra HD for audiences today, and agnostic
solutions including hybrid SDI-IP products for those
ready to transition to video over Ethernet, we provide
our customers with the capability to differentiate their
own products and services.
For many, Axon is the difference. We understand what
makes our customers’ businesses tick and can provide
solutions that are not just fit for purpose but which
are uniquely adapted to the application – from live
production to play-out and master control. We have
the commitment and the vision to meet today’s
demands and the challenges of the future - always
delivering at the very heart of broadcast.
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TRACS... The ultimate in automated,
non-stop, digital recording, video
aircheck and logging
When you really ‘must’ do something, like
compliance recording or video logging, why not
make it easy for yourself? And cost-effective
too? More and more broadcasters worldwide are
now legally obliged to provide recordings of their
transmissions – pretty much on-demand. This is
an important part of a broadcast operation. Being
able to quickly prove that a transmission actually
happened can also help to resolve a dispute,

maintain advertiser confidence, or assist support
teams in identify and fixing faults.
Our 3rd generation compliance recording and video
logging system makes video recording easier, more
efficient and cost-effective than ever. The software,
hardware and an extensive range of features bring
unprecedented levels of efficiency and reliability
to the whole process of transmission recording,
storage and retrieval.

TRACS is…
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1 Reliable

4 Compact

Based on the Linux OS; runs on dedicated
hardware; equipped with RAID 5-configured disks.

Rack-mountable; small footprint; no tape storage
implications; 1RU high.

2 Highly cost-efficient

5 Safe & Secure

No tape stock, recorder or storage costs; low
labor costs; and potentially dramatic savings.

Automatic recording, with no direct access to
recorded content, plus a user-management system.

3 Easy-to-use

6 Multi-functional

Search and retrieval is fast and simple – even for
multiple users.

Designed for more than just compliance recording
or video aircheck.

We develop technology
which everyone can use,
not only professionals

Jelle Wesseling

With everything we do, whether it’s adding new
functionality to TRACS, or implementing new
specific customer requirements, we keep our focus
on the end-user experience. Whatever features we
add, it must all be so easy and intuitive to use that
everyone can benefit from it, even laymen, without
having to read a user manual.

Product Manager

Cooperation:
the solution to your
business challenge
The appreciation of the close contact with our
customers is highly valued and will remain a main
focus of Axon Customer Support. Tailor fitting
solutions to your needs benefits to both of us.
I’m here to find the right solution and to help you
achieving your goals, wherever I can.

Joep Akkermans
Senior Systems Engineer

we are all Dedicated
and closely involved in
the product’s succes
Building great, reliable software and constantly
improving the quality of our product is our mission.
This means we have to be very critical about our
code and need to review every detail with the entire
team. This is why we all are very closely involved in
the success of TRACS.

Mark Kuipers
Software Developer TRACS
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Benefits of TRACS
1 Reliable
TRACS records non-stop, 24/7/365 – with all
recording, cataloguing and purging performed
automatically. TRACS creates a continuous
recording on a ‘First In, First Out’ (FIFO) basis,
automatically removing out-of-date material to
enable fresh recording. TRACS runs on a Linux
operating system, which improves stability and is
much less sensitive to viruses, compared to other
operating systems. It is built with custom
designed hardware. The 1RU frames include
redundant power supplies, whilst the RAID
5-protected
hard disks
prevent data
loss, even if
one of the
disks fails.

Customizable channel monitoring
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2 Highly cost-efficient
VHS-based compliance recording is timeconsuming and labor-intensive. Never mind the
cost implications of storing and archiving all those
tapes. With TRACS your total cost of ownership is
far lower, and labor is reduced to a minimum,
because operation is maintenance-free. Large
hard-disk storage capacity and FIFO-based
recording mean that TRACS does away with tape
and the associated storage costs completely. You
will also find that TRACS compares more than
favorably against other hard-disk systems. Plus,
there are no charges for licenses per operator, and
all TRACS software updates are free-of-charge, as
is our support.

Playback of recorded content with loudness monitoring

3 Easy-to-use

4 Compact

TRACS is designed for broadcast and corporate
environments where rapid search and review are
vital. The great advantage of TRACS is that there is
no need to change, rewind, log, review and archive
tapes. The system comprises a set of recorders,
networked via a standard unmanaged TCP/IP
switch. The new and highly intuitive user interface
makes it even easier to monitor, browse and
review recorded content. When specific content is
needed, you simply select the time and date,
watch the selected video on your PC and download
it. You can, in fact, access all recorded content
remotely via any PC on your company’s LAN,
courtesy of our free interface application. Multiple
users can view the same content simultaneously.

The TRACS single channel SD or HD/SD recorders,
are just 1RU high. Thanks to our innovative cooling
design, utilizing several fans ensuring a front to
back airflow, the units can be rack-mounted on top
of each other. The biggest space-saver however is
the fact that there is no need for a tape storage
room. To record and store 20 channels for 90 days
you would need 5400 VHS tapes, which together
with the VHS-recorders, would occupy about 9m²
(100sq/ft) and 40RU.
The equivalent TRACS system occupies just 22RU,
without the need for any tape storage space at all!
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5 Safe & Secure
With TRACS all recorded material is completely
protected. Operators don’t have direct access to
the recorders, no one can accidentally delete or
damage recorded content, or install ‘other’
software (MP3 players, games, etc). Every
communication with the system runs via the
Master Recorder. Operators have to enter the
IP-address of the Master Recorder, along with their
username and password, before they can access
any connected recorder and view, monitor and
download content. A broad range of usermanagement features let you restrict the access
and capabilities of individual operators. Our
optional Archiving feature takes safety and
security even further by copying all recordings to
another location on your network (FTP).

The client application lets you monitor ‘live’ all
channels (video and audio) in real time, over your
entire IT network. With the free-of-charge live
stream forwarding feature it’s even possible to
multicast the live streams over your exsisting IT
infrastructure. This feature enables all desktops
connected to the network to subscribe to the live
stream (by means of a VLC media player for
instance) without consuming additional bandwidth
per view, making it an ideal substitude for live RF
or Coax networks.
With the Loudness feature TRACS can be used to
monitor the loudness levels of your broadcasts.
The loudness levels are logged together with the
recordings. When content is played back, the
loudness measurements can be shown as audio
bars in sync with the video, or in an exportable
loudness history graph.

6 Multi-functional
Besides providing proof of transmission to
both legal departments as well as to your
advertisers, our third generation system can
be more easily deployed into other areas of
your transmission chain. Along with
compliance recording and video logging
TRACS is really useful for company-wide
air-check purposes and integrity checking of
all your company’s outputs. TRACS also
supports notification of video and audio
errors via email and SNMP, making the
system a valuable and versatile last-point
check for your signals before they leave
your broadcasting station.
Loudness history graph
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Advantages of TRACS
We have distilled our 25-year experience in
broadcasting technology, plus a further 10 years
of specific disk-recording development, into our
TRACS product line. All knowledge and customer
feedback we have accumulated during these years
has resulted in a complete system offering superbe
features and performance.
Smarter software
The GUI is a ‘thick’ client application, enabling
simultaneous access for multiple users, with free of
charge download of this client application and
on-going updates.
The monitoring view is a completely user-definable
environment. Each user can look at its own tile-set
of thumbnails which are all scalable in size per tab.
You can monitor, via live streaming, the input of any
channel (including video, audio, Teletext and Closed
Captioning content) across your exsisting IT
network.
TRACS provides you with complete control over the
video playback. You can edit the in- and outpoints
of a clip and create your own download list.

The recorders encode the input feeds (SD-SDI,
HD-SDI or CVBS) to MPEG2, MPEG4 or H.264 at
user definable bitrates and store material on the
local drives or on third-party FTP servers.
With the HD option enabled, the TRACS single
channel recorder can handle an HD SDI input.
Since TRACS must encode the inputs as capacityefficiently as possible, the HD to SD downconverter
downscales the HD input to SD before encoding.
This way we maintain a compliant picture quality at
necessary low bitrates.
NEW: LOUDNESS MONITORING
We have added Loudness monitoring and logging
to our feature list. Driven by Emsytech
Hummingbird Loudness Meters®, all audio (up to 8
stereo pairs) is measured for Momentary Loudness
(400ms), Short-term Loudness (3 seconds) and
Integrated Loudness (Loudness measured over the
last hour continuously). During liveplay or playback
of the recorded content, the Momentary, Shortterm and Integrated measurements are shown in
audio bars, in sync with the video.

The user-management system gives complete
control over user access, permissions and per-user
notifications.
Enterprise quality
TRACS recorders are built on custom-developed
1RU frames, which include redundant power
supplies and three RAID 5-configured, frontremovable hard disks. The front panel display is
controlled by an easy-to-use rotary dial. The
display shows system-alerts and allows adjusting
system-settings.

Loudness metering
The course of the loudness levels during a user
defined period of time can be shown in a loudness
history graph. This graph even shows a calculated
Integrated Loudness level over the user defined
period and can be exported to a .pdf or .csv file.

Our single channel PCI-express card can perform
simultaneously as an input card and an output card,
making separate play-out units unnecessary. The
I/O card can also record up to 16 audio channels
per input and it handles analog as well as digital
video inputs.
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Features
	
Loudness monitoring and logging (optional), fully
compliant with ITU-R BS.1770-3, EBU R128,
ATSC A/85 and ARIB TR-B32
	Live video, audio and Closed Captioning/Teletext
forwarding via unicast or multicast
	Audio demuxing allowing to download audio pairs
separated from video
	Individual audio gain/attenuation settings
	Record and playback of Closed Captioning
and Teletext (optional)
	Playback of Closed Captioning and Teletext of
downloaded files in VLC
	HD capable SDI input on single channel
unit (optional)
	Linux OS for improved stability and security
	Scheduled recordings
	WSS detection and WSS controlled thumbnail
and player scaling
	Built-in de-interlace options for the client player
	Archiving to a second unmanaged storage
location (optional)
	Burned-in channel name, date and/or time on
the video input
	Hardware playback via analog and
SD-SDI outputs (optional, only for SD recorders)
	MPEG2, MPEG4 encoding in various bitrates up to
10Mb/s
	H.264 encoding up to 3Mb/s
	Small (CIF) or large (Full D1) resolution
recording (H.264 only in CIF)

	Record up to 16 channels of audio per
video feed (optional)
	Remote access over exsisting IT network to all
content via the client application
	Live streaming input monitoring within the client
application
	Fast forward/rewind, shuttle and skip in time clip
browsing
	Editing of in and out points of a clip before
playback/ download
	E-mail and SNMP notification of video, audio and
system alerts
	Custom developed dedicated 24/7 hardware
	Front display and configuration control
	Redundant, hot-swappable power supplies
	Multiple users can download the same clip
without compromising recording
	Up to 30, 90, 150 or 200 days of local storage on
single channel units*
	External storage onto FTP servers (optional)
	3 x RAID 5-configured SATA disk drives
	Gigabit Ethernet connection for fast video access
	LTC or external NTP time synchronization
	Free client PC software licenses
	Innovative front to back cooling design allowing
high-density installation

* = specified at 512Kb/s video, with 2 audio channels at 32Kb/s and without VBI recording or Loudness measuring
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Specifications
Single channel units
(T2R_Base, for 30, 90, 150 or 200 days recording)
Video inputs

1x CVBS or
1x SD-SDI (optional) or
1x HD/SD-SDI (optional)

Audio inputs

2x AES/EBU
4x analog audio
Embedded audio (requires SDI option)

Amount of audio channel per video feed

4 channels (default)
16 channels (optional)

Teletext, subtitles and closed captions

WST-B based TXT and subtitles for 625 and 525 line video (optional)
US standard Closed Captioning EIA-608 (optional)

Video outputs

1x CVBS and 1x SDI (optional)

Audio outputs

2x AES/EBU and 4x analog
audio (optional)

Height

1RU

Storage

Up to 30, 90, 150 or 200 days local storage (dependant on license)
Third party FTP (optional)

Capacity calculations
Recorder settings like video bitrate, audio bitrate,
VBI recording on/off, amount of audio channels and
Loudness measurements on/off, will all affect the
number of days recordings will remain available.
Examples of possible settings and the available
T2R_Base, 150 days
Video		

VBI off

Bitrate		2ch aud

VBI off

VBI on

capacity (in days) for each single channel recorder
model are given in the following table. All audio in
this table is calculated at a bitrate of 32Kb/s,
higher audio bitrates will decrease the capacity
subject to the amount of audio channels you record.
T2R_Base, 90 days

VBI on

T2R_Base, 30 days

VBI off

VBI off

VBI on

VBI on

VBI off

VBI off

VBI on VBI on

16ch aud 2ch aud 16ch aud 2ch aud

16ch aud

2ch aud 16ch aud

2ch aud

16ch aud

2ch aud 16ch aud

512Kb/s		

151	111	

75	63	90	66	

550Kb/s		

142

73	62	85	63	43	37	28	21	14	12

600Kb/s		

132	100	70	60	79	60	42

700Kb/s		

116	

800Kb/s		

103	82	61	53	62	49	

1Mb/s		

84	

1,5Mb/s		
58

106	
90	

65	56

69

45	38	30	22	15	

36	26	20	14	12

54	39	34	
36	

32	

23	

18	13	

20	

16	

70	54	48	50	

42	

32	

28	16	14	

51

30

25

22

11

34	30	27	

22	

20	

9	

34	31	26	24

20	

19	

8	8	

41

37

35

12

10

11

12	10
10	9
8

7

1,75Mb/s		

49	44	37

2Mb/s		

44	40	

3Mb/s		

30	28	25	23	18	16	15	14	6	5	5	4

4Mb/s*		

22	21	19	19	13	13	11	11	4	4	3	3

5Mb/s*		

18	17	16	15	11	10	9	9	3	3	3	3

6Mb/s*		

15	14	13	13	9	

8Mb/s*		

11	11	10	

10Mb/s*		

8	

8	7	6
6	

6

8	

8	

3	2	2	2

10	6	6	6	

6	

2	

2	

2	

2

9	9	8	8	5	5	5	5	1	1	1	1

* Only possible with MPEG2 and MPEG4 encoding
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Address
Hercules 28
5126 RK Gilze,
The Netherlands
Phone
+31 161 850 450
Email
info@axon.tv

Asia
Address

Un ited K i n gdom
Address
1 Forest Court, Oaklands Park,
Wokingham Berkshire,
RG41 2FD United Kingdom
Phone
+44 118 974 0480
Email
info-uk@axon.tv

S o u t h ea st A s i a
Address
9 Tagore Lane
9@Tagore, #03-23
Singapore 787472
Phone
+65 66 523 016
Email
info-sg@axon.tv

Ger man y/S w i tz e r l a n d/
Austria
Phone
+31 161 850 450
Email
info-de@axon.tv

M i d d l e Ea st
Address
P.O. Box 10718
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Phone
+971 50 651 1982
Email
info-me@axon.tv

Fr anc e
Phone
+33 695 448 144
Email
info-fr@axon.tv

Belgium
Phone
+31 161 850 450
Email
info-be@axon.tv

R ussia
Phone
Email

+46 702 511 511
info-ru@axon.tv

In dia
Phone
Email

+91 990 021 0218
info-in@axon.tv

Phone
Email

Room 426, 4th floor, building 2,
no 81, Fucheng Road
100142 Beijing, China
+86 10 8814 4199
info-cn@axon.tv

U S A /C an a d a
Email
info-us@axon.tv

L at i n A m er i c a
Email
info-br@axon.tv

D EN M AR K /F i n l a n d/I C EL A ND/
N o r w ay/S w ed en /
Phone
+46 702 511 511
Email
info-sc@axon.tv
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